an especial hatred for their virginal antitype, I have found no reference to extensa mulier in any of these discussions. 6 Extensa mulier has no antecedents in the demonological speculations of the 1430s from which the Malleus borrowed so freely. Although Chapter II.1.2 quotes or paraphrases Johannes Nider's Formicarius (c. 1438), the term is absent from that earlier work. 7 Nor was the epithet taken up in treatises on witchcraft over the next two centuries-it cannot be found in Binsfeld or Bodin or Boguet, Del Rio or De Lancre, Weyer or Wagstaffe. 8 The notion that witches and devils call Mary extensa mulier appears to be unique to this one passage of the Malleus, a phrase that faded without echo in subsequent western European demonology. It comes then as something of a surprise to find a cognate phrase widespread in the confessions of Polish witches and the utterances of Polish demoniacs, who refer to the Virgin Mary by the substantiative, feminine-gendered adjective szeroka: roughly ''the [female] wide one'' or ''the wide woman.'' Either Polish folk demonology got its szeroka from the Malleus, or Kramer got extensa mulier from Slavic folk demonology. I will argue below for this second option, suggesting thereby that the collective concept of the diabolical witch drew more widely from European folklores than is usually supposed.
The earliest instance of the ''wide woman'' in Poland appears in the apolo- '' 12 that its utterance could diagnose the demoniac. Thus, the Jesuit encyclopedist Benedykt Chmielowski, in his mid-eighteenth-century compendium of ''all science,'' counts among the signs of the possessed that they ''call God's Mother 'the wide woman' [szeroka] because of her rule over the whole world. '' 13 However, it is in the confessions of accused witches and the depositions of witnesses against them that we find the closest echoes of the extensa mulier. 16 but it is a major late trial before the Lublin town court that provides the most revealing testimonial to (Polish beliefs about) the devil's attitude toward the ''Wide Woman.'' The Crown Tribunal, the court of highest instance for the Polish nobility, held its sessions in Lublin, and as it lacked a torture chamber or executioner (noblemen enjoying immunity from torture) it sometimes sent commoner suspects and witnesses to the city court for questioning. Thus it came to pass that in 1732 several peasants from distant Podole, an out-ofthe-way province deep in what is now southern Ukraine, found themselves under interrogation in Lublin as part of complicated land dispute between two aristocratic families: a dispute that had spilled over into accusations of witchcraft, desecration of the Eucharist, bribery of magistrates, and attempted preternatural murder. According to a witness who overheard part of the conversation between the witch Michalicha and ''something like a man'' during a thunderstorm, Michalicha had sent her devil to Lublin to kill a lawyer acting for the opponents of the Mytko family in their legal dispute before the Tribunal. The devil returned unsuccessful and very angry: he ''wanted to tear off that woman's head, saying, what did you send me there for? Because the strong and wide woman [mocna i szeroka] won't let me within a mile of him. '' 17 The lawyer enjoyed the protection of the Virgin Mary, and the devil could not harm him in any way. What did szeroka mean in the Polish demonological context? We have already encountered Chmielowski's pious gloss: even demons recognize that the Virgin Mary ''rules over the whole world. '' 18 Some modern readers provide similar interpretations: for Robert Lewandowski, Mary is ''wide'' in that she has a ''wide (open) heart''; Wanda Budziszewska similarly relates the term to traditional folk New Year's carols exhorting God to ''widen'' fortune and fecundity in the coming year. 19 In contrast, Małgorzata Pilaszek prefers a Bhaktinian reading: witches and devils profane the sacred by addressing the vertically oriented spiritual world using ''horizontal'' terms redolent of the street and the marketplace: ''the Most Holy Mother of God'' becomes ''the wide woman;'' God is degraded from ''most high'' [najwyz . szy] to ''the tall guy'' [wysoki] . 20 More prosaically but with similar bent, Wiślicz relates szeroka to the idiomatic expression z . yć szeroko: ''to live broadly''-''to live it up,'' ''to live life riotously,'' and by extension ''to work as a prostitute.'' 21 The early modern devil was literally calling the Virgin Mary ''a broad.''
One need not and probably should not choose between these interpretations. ''Wide woman'' was not, after all, the devil's term alone: it was a figment of the imagination of how devils spoke, instantiated publicly only through the voices of demoniacs and alleged witches as part of the collaborative, improvisational, imperfectly scripted dramas of witch trials and exorcisms. Although the term itself might be standardized, its interpretation need not be: szeroka proved wide enough a lexeme to encompass blasphemy and piety. It articulates with usages such as that of a witch in Grodzisk Wielkopolski who called Mary a ''German hussy'' [Niemka ladaco]; but also with connotations of power, protection, and the grudging respect due to a worthy opponent-as when the Podolian devil complained that ''the strong and wide one'' shielded the Lublin lawyer from harm. 22 The term could even be One cannot rule out the possibility that Polish instantiations of ''the wide woman'' find their source in Kramer's extensa mulier. Kramer himself may have derived his term, not from earlier demonological sources but by a process of inversion from canon law, where the term mulier arta or mulier arcta (''narrow woman''), appears frequently in discussion of the impediments to marriage. The mulier arta suffers from a natural and congenital excessive narrowness (arctatio) of the vagina, making sexual consummation impossible and thus, according to some but not all legal theories, providing grounds for annulment. 24 Legal texts often discuss arctatio in close proximity to discussions of witchcraft-induced impotence, a topic of keen interest to Kramer-thus he would certainly have been familiar with the term. Although as the epitome of perfect womanhood Mary cannot suffer a bodily defect such as coarctation, it seems possible that someone like Kramer would rather think of her as mulier arcta than as mulier extensa, as sexually closed rather than open: he may have imagined devils insulting the Virgin as ''loose'' or ''distended'' long before Polish devils ever called her a ''broad.'' If true, Kramer originated the term and it was picked up later in Poland-demonstrating, thereby, an otherwise poorly attested influence of the Malleus on Polish culture. True, the Malleus was known in Poland: the Poznań cathedral chapter owned a copy as early as 1526, and copies appear in the inventories of the Poznań town scribe and of a Lublin medical doctor. 25 Moreover, in 1614, the petty nobleman Stanisław Zabkowic published parts II and III of the Malleus as Młot na czarownice: this is the earliest vernacular translation of Kramer's manual. 26 thy body into a throne, and thy womb he made more spacious [ However, it seems unlikely that Polish writers (and witches and demoniacs) borrowed their ''wide woman'' from the Malleus, for several reasons. Szeroka (''wide'' or ''broad'') is an acceptable but not very felicitous translation of extensa, which might better be translated as rozszerzona (''distended''), or rozciagniȩta (''stretched out''). We cannot trace this widespread usage to Zabkowic's rendering of extensa mulier as szeroka niewiasta (''wide woman''): Krowicki already has devils calling Mary szeroka in 1560, four decades before Zabkowic's translation. 28 Krowicki could have consulted the Latin text, but nothing about his context of writing-a Protestant parody of what its author expects his reader to recognize as standard Catholic exorcistic languagesuggests such a borrowing. Moreover, szeroka slots smoothly into a Polish diabolical ''idiolect'' (to use Wiślicz's felicitous term) that could also encompass other similar substantive adjectival epithets for the Virgin and for Jesus or God the Father: mocna (the strong woman); wysoka (the tall woman); szeroki (the wide man); wysoki (the tall man). As Wiślicz cogently argues, this specialized diabolical lingo represents a flexible but semiscripted intermediary language, a mesolect where folklore and folk piety encounter and intermingle with elite, literary notions and forms.
29 Szeroka was either an indigenous term in this diabolical slang or ''went native'' easily because of its compatibility with already established epithets.
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A final question remains: Where did Kramer get the notion that witches and devils call the Virgin extensa mulier? The text itself attributes the description of the witches' vow to the confessions of an accused witch in the diocese of Basel, but Kramer does not directly quote this testimony for extensa mulier, and his practice of freely intermixing trial testimony with literary up and covered him in her mantle'' [tu přišla ta široká pani; přistřela ho svým plaštěm]. Budziszewska, to whom I owe this datum, assumes that the Moravians got their široká pani from contact with Polish folklore, which in turn derived szeroka from Kramer's extensa mulier. 35 I have sought to argue that the chain of influence runs in the opposite direction.
It might fairly be asked whether the origin of this phrase matters at all, whether it is of more than antiquarian interest. After all, no Western demonologist after Kramer seems to have taken the slightest interest in Mary as the ''Wide Woman'': Szeroka proved an unsuccessful export from its native Slavic soil. Nevertheless, close attention to the provenance of this small phrase does complicate our understanding of the sources for the Kollektivbegriff of the witch. This ''collective concept'' is usually (and with ample evidence) understood to have been developed in the fifteenth century in an area centering on the western Alps and subsequently exported-through texts like the Formicarius and especially the Malleus-across Europe, where it was applied to local cultures, such as that of Poland, to disastrous effect. 
